Validation of Competences of Adult Educators (VOCAE)

Agenda of the 2nd European meeting in Paris

10th – 12th of July 2018

Host partner: iriv Conseil

Locations : Cité des Métiers & CNAM

Tuesday, 10th of July 2018 - arrival day- informal meeting

Location:

European team at the Hotel IBIS rue des Plantes 75014 Paris

14:30 meeting at the reception of the hotel IBIS

14h30-17h30 Sightseeing tour from a Paris bus (68) and then walk along the Seine river from the Tuileries to the Jardin des Plantes

17h30-18h30 Walking and sitting in the Jardin des Plantes

19h00- dinner at restaurant “Au bon coin” rue de la Collégiale- 75005 Paris
Wednesday, 11th of July 2018- formal meeting

Location: Cité des Sciences et de l'Industrie, niveau - 1
30 Avenue Corentin Cariou, 75019 Paris
09.00 – meeting at the Hotel IBIS rue des Plantes

10h00 - 10h30 Welcome by Sylvie Sesma & Cindy Thommerel from the Cité des Métiers and roundtable among participants

10h30 - 11h45 Presentation by Sylvie Sesma, the concept of the Cité des Métiers and its role in the implementation of the VPL in France
questions & discussion with participants

11h45-12h00 break

12h00 –13h00 presentation of the Club iriv at the Cité des Métiers by Bénédicte HALBA (iriv Conseil) together with Naima Allalou (iriv) - explanation of the Club & methodology- from experience to competence- portfolio process for valuing a prior learning (VPL)

13h00 LUNCH at restaurant “Au cochon de lait” avenue Corentin Cariou 75019 Paris

14.30 – 15.30 Cindy THOMMEREL, further explanation of the workshops & clubs at the Cité des Métiers & small tour of the facilities

15h30- 17h30 Implementing VPL – national overviews taking into account underrepresented target groups (2)

- Portugal
- Austria
- Germany- the ProfilPass project
- Netherlands- the LEDER project

17.30- 18.00 - Preparing next meeting in Greece and further EU project & conclusion of the day

17.30 – 18.30 Walking as a group to the Parc de La Villette (1988-2018) special event on the occasion of its 30th birthday

19h00 - Dinner at the restaurant “Aux arts et Sciences” 161 avenue Jean Jaurès 75019 Paris
Thursday, 12th of July 2018

Location: Conservatoire national des arts et Métiers
Rue Saint Martin 75004 Paris
Métro: Réaumur Sebastopol (ligne 4)

9.00 – Meeting at the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM)

9h30- arrival of the European team & presentations

10h00- 11h00 – presentation of the CNAM by Sebastien Leoncel, director of the European & International Development of CNAM & roundtable of the participants to present their organization & VPL in their respective countries

11h00-12h00  Bernard Lietard, professor Emeritus CNAM, Pioneer of VPL in France and expert towards several French governments (1984-1991) on Vocational Education and Training (VET)- Questions/answers

12h00- 13h00  Anne Bonnefoy, chief of DNF, State of the art of VPL in France and at the CNAM, in charge of the implementation of the VPL process in Senegal (Africa) - Questions/answers

13h00-14h00  Lunch time at the Café des Arts & Métiers

Afternoon: Invitation to the Museum des Arts & Métiers at the CNAM
Participants

Dr Bénédicte Halba
Founding President of iriv (www.iriv.net, 1997-2018), director of iriv conseil
Doctor in Economics (University of Paris I, France, 1996)

Mayline Martin
Intern in charge of European projects (2018)
Master in Foreign Languages (M1, University of Montpellier)

Naima Allalou
Administrator of iriv, graduate in Business Law (University of Bouzarea, Algeria)
Sylvie Sesma
In charge of the Label “Cité des métiers” – Deputy Delegate for Insertion, Training and Professional Activity at Universcience

Cindy Thommerel
Partnerships development officer, Cité des métiers de Paris-La Villette

Sebastien Leoncel
Director of European & International Development, Master in Finance (University of Aix Marseilles)

Anne Bonnefoy
Chief of the Knowledge & Support to publics, National direction for Training at the CNAM

Bernard Lietard
Professor emeritus at the CNAM, Pioneer of VPL in France, expert in Vocational Education and Training (VET) among French governments (1984-1991)
dr. Anne Strauch
research associate at the German Institute for Adult Education – Leibniz Centre for Lifelong Learning

Brigitte Bosche
research associate at the German Institute for Adult Education – Leibniz Centre for Lifelong Learning

Karin Reisinger
head of the office of the Austrian Academy of Continuing Education (wba)
Erik Kaemingk
Owner of a company managing and implementing programs & projects in lifelong leaning

Dr. Ruud Duvekot
Chairman of the Foundation European Center for Validation of Prior Learning (EC-VPL)

Ir. Kees Schuur
Board member Foundation EC-VPL, Researcher, developer, trainer
Susana Gonçalves
Psychologist and Coordinator of Citeforma’s “Centro Qualifica”

Teresa Guimarães
Citeforma Quality Manager, Chemical Engineer